
Thai youths' attitude toward working in Japan
－From the results of interviews of high school and college students in Thailand－

Method and Results

〇Improving the quality of working environment
Needless to say
〇Providing Information
The Japanese government should put more effort into providing     

information for That people through three steps.  
〇Revising law system of working

a) Japanese government should concentrate on improving working 
environment of those  jobs. ①Extending the minimum wage ②Appropriate working time ③Providing accommodation

b) technical intern trainees system should be revised to accept more jobs   
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Conclusion

A previous survey carried out in small and medium-sized business in Himeji revealed that the working environment quality for 
technical intern trainees from Thailand was quite low. In order to collect additional data to understand this situation, we decided to 
research the background of the Thai worker in Thai.

Introduction

【Purpose】 Finding out the reason why the gap between technical intern trainees’ expectation and actual dissatisfaction   
occurs. 

【Method】 Interview on 53 Thai youth : They are familiar with Japanese culture and language. The possibility of their 
coming to Japan is high.

【Results】
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☆11 people answered they expected to come to Japan with their 
family.
☆ Under the ongoing law, foreign workers are nearly prohibited 
to bring their family. 
SUGESTION
It seems that they may not know about the law of working in 
Japan and actual situation of Japanese government being restrict 
for family visa.

SUGGESTION
We can say that there is a big mis-matching situation in jobs.
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